Dedicated teams
Fully-dedicated NetForum consulting for your organization.
Are you looking for a flexible, cost-effective solution to your growing project backlog and the day-to-day
management of your system? Do you have trouble hiring, training and retaining NetForum Enterprise
development expertise at your organization?

Try NetForum Enterprise Dedicated Teams!
NetForum Enterprise Dedicated Teams is a new service in which India-based expert NetForum developers are dedicated
to your organization, full-time, to work on tasks as you assign them, enabling you to knock out your backlog of IT projects,
manage your day-to-day, and get the most out of NetForum Enterprise!

Cost-effective expertise
With a Dedicated Team, you will be adding top-notch
NetForum developers to your staff, but you don’t have to
worry about hiring, training, or overhead costs. For a fixed
monthly fee, you get the expertise and results - we worry
about the rest.

Scalability to fit your needs
Need an extra set of hands to help during your busy
season? Dedicated Teams provide you with the flexibility to
scale your development resources based on the changing
demands of your business. Add, reduce, or suspend your
team size – with pricing and resourcing options tailored to
your unique needs, you can have the help you need when
you need it for a fraction of the cost of hiring or traditional IT
consulting.

*Six-month minimum commitment required. US team may be extended beyond
the first month for an additional fixed fee.

NetForum employees (not contractors)
Our team in India is our team – these NetForum Enterprise
experts are Community Brands employees with years of
experience in the association space, working directly with
customers just like you.

White-glove treatment to fit your working style
Unsure about working with an India-based Dedicated Team?
We know not everyone is comfortable or familiar with offshored teams, so we give you the white-glove treatment: for
the first month* of every Dedicated Team engagement, we
provide a US-based NetForum expert - at no extra cost - to
support you, interface with your Dedicated Team, and keep
things on track. If you like, you can extend or augment your
US-based team beyond the first month for an additional
fixed fee.
You also don’t have to worry about 2am calls — our
Dedicated Teams align their working hours to overlap with
your morning, giving your organization a true around-theclock development cycle without impacting your schedule.

“We really appreciate all the hard work and expertise that
our Dedicated Team provided. I must admit, at first I was
not sure how smoothly this would go but was pleasantly
surprised with the ease of the entire process and would sign
up to do it again in a heartbeat!”
Ken Graves
Applications Manager, Healthcare Association of New York State

How do I get started?
Talk to your customer account manager today!
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